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Richard Stewart : “I don’t care what you say. That is definitely not Saturday Morning Pictures.”
Peter Yolland, Jessica Webb , Pat ‘One-Eye’ Brown and Frank Goodman aren’t complaining.



BLT Chair

I

am writing
this very
early

on a Sunday

morning, when
it isn’t raining,
unbelievably,
and John
and I are

looking forward to seeing the latest
Jane Buckland production - London

Assurance - tomorrow evening. For me,

Jane’s productions are like knowing your

favourite TV series is about to return and
the secret or not so secret pleasure of

looking forward to it, particularly during
a hard week.

I am fully expecting it to be yet

another wonderful BLT offering and,

on the subject of acknowledging BLT’s

achievements, I of course want to draw
attention to the great success BLT has
enjoyed at the Bromley Theatre Guild

Full Length Play Festival 2012. BLT has
only recently returned to this festival
and we have enjoyed participating

alongside Bromley’s other excellent

amateur theatres, many of which we have
members in common with. It’s a great

festival, with each theatre showcasing
some of the best that can be seen in

amateur theatre and it’s always well

worth going to see as many of the other
productions as possible, as well as our
own.

This year’s entry from us was Equus

and after the success enjoyed by 2011’s
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production, The Beauty Queen of Leenane,
which won overall ‘Best Production’

as well as a host of other awards, we

were all holding our breath to see how
it would go this year. Those who saw

Equus will not be surprised to learn that
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it did incredibly well, winning ‘Actress in
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Award for Special Merit’ (Steve Williams),

Finance:

a Supporting Role’ (Jessica Webb), ‘Best

Set Design’ (Tony Jenner), ‘Adjudicator’s
‘Best Director’ (Tony Jenner) and ‘Best
Production’. Congratulations to Tony

and his team, this was well deserved

recognition for a production that will stay
in our minds for a very long time (full
details of the awards on page 5).

You will see elsewhere in Spotlights,
that the Playgoers’ AGM has had to

be rescheduled to 6th September (see
page 4), after a disappointing turnout
on 11 June. These are normally well
attended and I suspect the turnout
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the theatre is run. It’s also usually a good
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to get together, not just to elect the

committee, but also to have a say in how
social occasion, so I would encourage all

of you to put this date in your diaries now.
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summer, that sun and warmth at some

Production:

Finally, I do hope you all have a lovely
points returns to us and those of you
going on holiday have a great time.
- Samantha Barrass

Caroline Shufflebotham declines Ronald
McDonald’s marriage proposal (Tony WrightJones). Table Manners | May 2012 (see page 6).
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Diary Noticeboard &
Latest News
Dates

Fri 13th - Sat 21st Jul 2012 at 7.45pm

All My Sons

by Arthur Miller
Directed by Pauline Armour

Thu 26th - Sat 28th Jul 2012 at 7.45pm
The D.R.A.M.A.s (BLT Youth Theatre) present:

The Lion, The Witch
& The Wardrobe
by C. S. Lewis (adapted by Glyn Robbins)
Directed by Ed Vander
Thu 6th Sep 2012 at 8.00pm

BLT Playgoers’ AGM
All members welcome

Fri 14th - Sat 22nd Sep 2012 at 7.45pm

Dangerous Obsession
by N. J. Crisp
Directed by Jane Lobb

Fri 12th - Sat 20th Oct 2012 at 7.45pm
(Note: This play ALMOST contains nudity)

Calendar Girls
by Tim Firth
Directed by Paul Campion

Fri 9th - Sat 17th Nov 2012 at 7.30pm
(Note early start time) (Note: This play
contains strong language & smoking)

Jerusalem

by Jez Butterworth
Directed by Dan Armour
Dec 2012 at 7.45pm

Dick Barton
by Phil Wilmott
Directed by Tony Jenner

Except for ‘In The Bar’ productions, there are
no shows on Sundays. Programme subject to
change.

To book for any show:

Tel: 07917 853621 or Email:
boxoffice@bromleylittletheatre.org

A word from Dom…
Well hello again!

This is an unexpected pleasure. I thought
I’d already written my last column but
as we had insufficient members attending the recent AGM, we couldn’t elect a
new committee so I get another chance!
Fortunately, under our constitution, we
have enough time to reschedule the AGM
before we get into real trouble and have
to close the theatre. I exaggerate, but only
slightly. The AGM is very important from
a procedural point of view but I believe
it is also significant from the point of
view of instilling a sense of involvement
at BLT. I know that it is easy to see the
theatre in the same light as the Churchill
- a purely commercial enterprise, staffed
by employees. But BLT is different. It is a
members’ club run by volunteers and, in
theory, everything that happens is for the
benefit of the membership. Therefore I
urge you to come along on Thursday 6th
September, principally to ensure that we
conform to our own rules, but also to find
out what the committee’s been doing in
the past year. Subjects for discussion will
include the club’s finances, membership
levels and box office figures. One of the
issues that is a constant concern for the
theatre is how much money we need to
keep it running. If you have thoughts on
our membership prices or how much we
charge for ice creams, or any other aspect
of how the theatre operates, do come
along and share them. We only need a
dozen people to be quorate in September
so please come along and keep the theatre alive. If you want to see the accounts
before the evening, please get in touch
and we’ll happily provide them and any
other information you require.
Thanks and see you at the theatre.
- Dominic Howell

Playgoers’ AGM: Thursday 6th September 8pm
Changes to your Committee
This year’s Playgoers’ AGM was to be held on Monday 11th June but had to be
rescheduled because not enough Members of Playgoers’ arrived. According to the
Constitution, we need a quorum which should be twelve Members including two
Officers of the Club, including one from the Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer.
We have now arranged a date for another meeting on Thursday 6th September
at 8.00 p.m. Please come to the meeting if you can. If we don’t get enough people
to attend the meeting we will not be able to operate legally.
This is a good experience for members of the theatre to come along, hear
how their theatre is run and offer any suggestions to the Committee for
improvements they could make for the year ahead. So whether you are an
experienced member or an interested newcomer, do try and make this date
and meet your Committee!


Letter
“My husband and myself and a good
friend came to the opening night of this
production (Equus). It was a tour de
force! So very well cast, word perfect.
Very convincing interpretation of the
characters. It raised very thought
provoking themes of religion, nurture
versus nature, and who has the right to
judge others.
“As ever, the set and presentation
was just right. All in all, I would defy
anyone to see better in the West End.
Many years ago I brought an A-level
class to see The Royal Hunt Of The Sun
(another Peter Shaffer play). It was
very helpful to them and very good. It is
amazing how you continue to go from
strength.
“It was a pity you needed to warn
about language and nudity; the
language was in context and mild
compared to Glengary Glen Ross,
where it led nowhere. The nudity was
inoffensive and not at all gratuitous.
“Well done to all concerned!” •
- Jo Lightfoot

Autumn 2012: ‘In The
Bar’ shows
Calling all actors and crew who wish to be
involved with an ‘In The Bar’ production
this Autumn: an opportunity to discuss
possible plays to be staged for September
27th-30th and November 21st-25th is
being held at the theatre on Sunday 15th
July at 7.45pm
As so many people are tied up with the
large cast productions of Calendar Girls
and Jerusalem in October and November,
we can tailor our choices according to
availability. Dick Barton: Special Agent
has now been set as our December
production and rehearsals for the January
and February 2013 shows begin before
this Christmas.
If you have any ideas for possible
productions for ‘In The Bar’ in 2012 or
for both the main house and ‘In The
Bar’ in 2013, then please let me know.
Performance dates:
Thur 27th - Sun 30th September 2012
Thur 21st - Sun 25th November 2012 •
- Pauline Armour, Artistic Director

Diary & Noticeboard

BTG 2012
Website update: We
need your help!

2012 BTG Full Length Play Festival

opefully by now, you will have had a
chance to visit the new look website
which was launched last month. Firstly let
me say we owe a huge debt of gratitude to
two people, Paul Johnson, who for many
years had developed and maintained the
old website and to Frank Goodman, who
has virtually single-handedly developed
the new site. Frank is now in charge of
maintaining and developing the new site,
but good things don’t last for ever and we
need to look for volunteers to help with
the site as Frank will be moving away
next year. So if you have experience of
developing sites or apps please let either
Frank or myself know so we can make
sure that BLT stays at the cutting edge of
the digital revolution. Thanks! •

ollowing on from last year’s success with The Beauty Queen Of Leenane, BLT
continued its reaping of the bling with Tony Jenner’s excellent production of
Equus. This year’s Bromley Theatre Guild celebration of community theatre was
held once again at Theatre 62, West Wickham. As in the previous year, BLT narrowly
snatched the award for ‘Best Production’ from its perennial rival, Burnt Ash Dramatic
Association, while BADA’s David Evans nabbed the ‘Best Leading Actor’ accolade.
It was especially nice to see a BLT newbie pick up an award: Jessica Webb’s debut
performance as Jill Mason here was wonderful and the gong was well-deserved. We
hope to see her onstage here again! (for review of Equus, see page 10).

H

- Howard Binysh, Finance

Bromley Town Centre
Festival
Sunday 29th July 2012
Come and join in the festivities! Bromley
Little Theatre is taking part in the Festival
and needs your help to promote the theatre on the day. We will be manning a stall
as we did last summer. If you can spare
an hour or two to help we would be very
grateful.

Hopefully there will be brief performances by the D.R.A.M.A.s (BLT’s Youth
Theatre), theatre tours, drama workshops
with Pauline and Dan Armour and lots
more. If you would like to help (even just
manning the stall to tell the public about
BLT), please contact Pat Jones: PatJ@
BromleyLittleTheatre.org
We look forward to seeing you! •

Hannah Williams & Lauren Verrier
Shakers | In The Bar, May 2012

F

The nominees are listed below with the winners shown in bold. BLT’s five wins and
three nominations are pointed out.

PRODUCTION
Equus at BLT.
Crime On Goat Island at BADA.
DIRECTOR
Tony Jenner for Equus at BLT.
Rosemary Harris for Great Expectations
at T62.
Mair Lloyd-Roberts for Crime On Goat
Island at BADA.
ACTOR IN A MAJOR ROLE
David Evans as ‘Angelo’ in Crime On
Goat Island at BADA.
Steve Williams as ‘Martin Dysart’ in
Equus at BLT.
Richard Stewart as ‘Alan Strang’ in
Equus at BLT.
ACTRESS IN A MAJOR ROLE
Erica Thomas-Lowe as ‘Lily
Clamacraft’ in Alfie at BTC.
Diane Hollidge as ‘Anna’ in We’ll Always
Have Paris at SMKP.
Alison Bradshaw as ‘Grace’ in
Entertaining Angels at HP.
ACTOR IN A SUPPORTING ROLE
David Kinch as ‘Joe Gargery’ in Great
Expectations at T62.
Lee Ryman-Howson as ‘Charlot’ in We’ll
Always Have Paris at SMKP.
Jez Frampton as ‘Bob Jackson’ in Pack
Of Lies at LEAP.
ACTRESS IN A SUPPORTING ROLE
Jessica Webb as ‘Jill Mason’ in Equus
at BLT.
Carolyn Taylor as ‘Miss Havisham’ in
Great Expectations at T62.
Caroline Vicat as ‘Pia’ for Crime On Goat
Island at BADA.
ACTOR IN A MINOR ROLE
Paul Minett as ‘Mr Quell’ in Second
From Last In The Sack Race at FDS.
Keith Wishart as ‘Henry Ormonroyd’ in
When We Are Married at PBDS.
Richard Trantom as ‘Harry Clamacraft’
in Alfie at BTC.
ACTRESS IN A MINOR ROLE
Jaimi Shanahan as ‘Annie’ in Alfie at
BTC.
Maureen Jordan as ‘Mrs Northrop’ in
When We Are Married at PBDS.
Louise Friend as ‘Lorna’ in Second From
Last In The Sack Race at FDS.

ADJUDICATOR’S AWARD FOR SPECIAL
MERIT
Steve Williams as ‘Martin Dysart’ for
Equus at BLT.
Carolyn Taylor as ‘Miss Havisham’ in
Great Expectations at T62.
Bethany Debenham as ‘Ruby’ in When
We Are Married at PBDS.
ACTOR UNDER 21
Matthew Sanderson as ‘Herbert
Pocket’ in Great Expectations at T62.
Danny McIlhiney as ‘Young Pip’ in Great
Expectations at T62.
ACTRESS UNDER 21
Bethany Debenham as ‘Ruby’ in
When We Are Married at PBDS.
Danielle Andrews as ‘Nancy’ in When
We Are Married at PBDS.
SET DESIGN
Tony Jenner for Equus at BLT.
Tim James for Alfie at BTC.
David Evans & Bert Howell for Crime On
Goat Island at BADA.
LIGHTING DESIGN
Tim James for Alfie at BTC.
Simon Shaw for Equus at BLT.
Andy Howell for Crime On Goat Island
at BADA.
SOUND DESIGN
Mair Lloyd-Roberts and Greg Smith
for Crime On Goat Island at BADA.
Jon Lewis & Ian James for Great
Expectations at T62.
Tony Jenner for Equus at BLT.
COSTUMES
Vicky Purnell & Lestrine Wishart for
When We Are Married at PBDS.
Margaret Uzzell, Joan Martin & Valerie
Polydorou for Great Expectations at T62.
Sylvia Addison & Edna Walker for
Second From Last In The Sack Race at
FDS.
PROPS
Sally Guttridge & Ann Herbert for
Great Expectations at T62.
Anne Barber for When We Are Married
at PBDS.
Janice English & Joyce Macaulay for
Second From Last In The Sack Race at
FDS.

BTC: Beckenham Theatre Centre | BLT: Bromley Little Theatre | BADA: Burnt Ash Dramatic
Association | FDS: Farnborough Dramatic Society | HP: Hayes Players | LEAP: LEAP Productions
PBDS: Pratts Bottom Dramatic Society | SMKP: St. Marks & Keston Players | T62: Theatre 62



Review

May 2012

Alan Ayckbourn is regarded as one of
Britain’s foremost playwrights and had
already written 16 highly successful
plays by the time he wrote his trilogy,
The Norman Conquests. These three
plays were written simultaneously and
although it was important that all three
plays stood alone, they also had to work
together, making sense if they are seen
one after the other.

Whilst all the plays work as individual
entities, their consanguinity as a trilogy
must not be forgotten as it is essential for
the actors to know the purpose of their
entrances and exits. So, when Reg leaves
the room to collect ‘something’ from the
room where Norman is talking to Annie,
returning with a wastepaper basket, it is
important to remember that that scene
actually appears in one of the other plays.
It is equally important to remember that
Ayckbourn writes about ‘real’ people in
real situations and the humour comes
from the recognition of ourselves in
the characters. It is essential, therefore,
that the actors ‘play it straight’. Any
sense of forced characterisation or
farce in Ayckbourn plays can leave them


feeling more like pantomime and less
like comedy and we are left laughing
at ridiculous characters rather than
laughing with people we understand and
with whom we empathise.

Sadly, with the recent BLT production
of Table Manners, these points seem to
have been forgotten. Frequently, actors
would leave the stage from one exit only
to reappear through a different door
for no reason. Equally frustratingly, all
but one of the first entrances of every
character was masked by another actor. If
characters are entering from a doorway
positioned upstage of the furniture, the
director must ensure that characters on
stage are well away from the door and
furniture when someone enters. The first
entrance of any actor is, arguably, the
most important and if every first entrance
is masked it is almost impossible for the
actor/actress to make a meaningful first
impression on the audience.
In the interests of fairness, I am taking
the unusual step in a review of not
writing about any of the individual
actors in this production. Suffice to say,
I felt that no one had understood the

realism required nor the subtlety of their
characters. At times, I felt as though I
was watching impersonations of John
Cleese mixed with Leonard Rossiter and
Frankie Howerd or Hyacinth Bucket
crossed with Les Dawson! I just didn’t
believe in or empathise with any of
the characters on stage and, whilst the
audience laughed, I felt the laughter was
because the comedy was forced and not
flowing with subtlety. Indeed, some of
the funniest lines were rushed to such
an extent that they lost any humour. To
mis-quote the Italian playwright, Luigi
Pirandello: this cast were ‘six caricatures
in search of a play!’ Ayckbourn summed
up his vision of the way to perform his
plays in his own correspondence, saying:
“The art of playing The Norman Conquests
is to take them very seriously yet never
too solemnly; vulnerably but never
sentimentally and with a true love for the
characters without for a moment losing
sight of their defects and shortcomings.”
The set was the one redeeming feature
of this production. The play is set
in the 1970s, in a former Victorian
vicarage and I thought the room we
were presented with worked very well.

Tony Wright-Jones tries out his new stand-up comedy routine on Keith Dunn, Karina Khokhar and Sue Clark.

There was a nicely-judged juxtaposition
between the Victorian and the 70s décor
and I particularly liked the wallpaper! The
bay window was well designed and the
gravel drive that had been laid outside was
a nice effect: the crunching of shoes added a
certain depth to the behind scenes area. At
times, I felt the birdsong sound effect was a
little intrusive but on the whole, the lighting
and sound added a lot to the appearance of
the piece.

Sadly, this whole production left me nonplussed and disappointed which is a great
shame. Table Manners is a funny play and
the audience did laugh but I felt that, in this
production, there was no subtlety, no pathos
and no understanding of the characters or
the writing. •

Tom Collins

- Steve Williams

Steve Williams is the author of Exodus, a crime
novel that features his detective creation, Rhys

Davies. It is currently available from www.
amazon.co.uk. For more info on Steve and his
work, visit: www.stevewilliamsauthor.co.uk
Table Manners photography: Tim Hinchliffe

Caroline Shufflebotham
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ike Godber’s Bouncers last February, I
had never seen Shakers until the BLT
production. Both plays use the same
format and this seems to work well in the
intimate setting of the BLT bar. Whilst the
basic premise is the same: four ordinary
people having to cope with hell-bent punters
whilst telling their uniquely personal stories
of failures, dreams and hopes, I found both
plays absorbing, funny and tragic in equal
measure and eminently watchable.

In

Review

May 2012

I guess John Godber had his wife to thank
for the feminine angle in this slice (sorry!) of
life in a cocktail bar. The dialogue beautifully
captures the manic panic involved in serving
drinks and food to obnoxious punters, whilst
remaining outwardly calm and smiling. It’s
not only the brilliant dialogue that reflects
this microcosm of the drinking society but
the movement of the girls between the bar,
each other and the diners is effortless and so
effective.
Whilst each of the four girls has her own
life-story to tell, I think this is very much an
ensemble piece. Ruth Jarvis, Lauren Verrier,
Hannah Williams and Emma Berryman
made me feel that they were truly in it
together in this drinking den and knew each
other’s strengths and weaknesses inside out.
Ruth Jarvis was totally convincing as Carol,
the most educated of the four whose ambition to become a photographer seemed so
hard to fulfil. Her solo tale was heartfelt and
beautifully paced. You felt disappointment
for her but she did remain optimistic about
the future. Lauren Verrier’s Adele was the
girl who thought she’d found love but ended
up as just another single mother. Juggling
bringing up her daughter and having to take
this far-from-ideal job, Lauren brought out
the problems in this not unusual situation
with great sincerity. Like Carol, she wanted a
better job for herself and to help her daughter and was determined to find it. Nicky,
played with great vivacity by Hannah Williams, did manage to find the job she wanted
- as a ‘dancer’ on a cruise ship and we all
wished her well. It was great to see Emma
Berryman onstage again and she makes
the most of the sad, loud, brash Mel, who
seems to be forever engaged, but never the
bride. All four actors were totally focussed
and sincere in their roles, though I felt they
tried a little too hard when portraying the
various punters they had to serve. In such
an intimate setting as the BLT bar, less can
be more. That said, these were professionalstandard performances.

Director Wayne Sheridan: you did it again!
This time with the help of Pauline Armour
and Jane Lobb. Direction was spot-on, slick,
professional and positive. Your sound design
was excellent, as was the lighting by Dave
Jones and Dan Armour. Great to see the cast
involved in choosing costumes. They worked
well, because they let the cracking dialogue
speak for itself. Thanks should also go to not
only the cast but also to the crew: Jane, Dave,
Phil Cairns and Tony Jenner for stage and set
construction. They enabled the girls to strut
their stuff and I thank you all for a great
night out. Cheers!! •
- Nikki Packham

Shakers Photography: Phil Cairns



Emma Berryman

Lauren Verrier

Ruth Jarvis

Hannah Williams

Coming next...
ALL MY SONS

by Arthur Miller

A

rthur Miller’s first successful play on
Broadway, All My Sons launched his
career and established him as America’s
social critic. As an assertion of man’s
need to take responsibility for his actions,
the play is a devastating indictment
of war-profiteering and exposes the
conflict between self-interest and civic
responsibility and the tension bewteen
public and private morality.
The story is played out in Joe and Kate
Keller’s family garden during the summer
of 1947. Their son, Larry, has been
missing in action for three years but this
is not the only part of the family’s past
that cannot be put behind them.

Fri 13th - Sat 21st July at
7.45pm
Director: Pauline Armour

THE LION, THE
WITCH & THE
WARDROBE

by C. S. Lewis
(adapted by Glyn
Robbins)

The play is a profound study of denial,
guilt and social responsibility where
motives remain problematic, values
confused and ambitions flawed as the
characters reflect the truth of human
frailty.
Book now! •

Audition Notice:

Dick Barton:
Special
Agent by Phil Willmott
Auditions: Sun 5th August at 2.00pm
Performances: Fri 7th - Sat 15th
December 2012 at 7.45pm
Special agent Dick Barton, along with
his trusty sidekicks Jock and Snowy, sets
out to thwart the forces of evil whose
dastardly plot to poison Britain’s tea
supply threatens the very future of the
nation!
Written as a parody of the 1940s
radio series complete with cliffhanger
endings and song and dance routines,
this show has something to appeal to
those who remember the original series
and younger members who have yet
to experience the thrill of the Devil’s
Gallop!

Thu 26th - Sat 28th July
at 7.45pm
Director: Ed Vander

Under the joint direction of Tony and
Jessica-Ann Jenner, this promises to
be a thrill-packed finale to BLT’s 2012
season and, as an added incentive
there will be the usual supply of cake
throughout rehearsals!

CAST: (It is possible to perform this piece
with just six actors but we reserve the
right to change things as we go along!)
Dick Barton (Our Hero)
and Snowy (Cockney Sidekick), Jock

CAST :
Joe Keller : Alan Brown

Kate Keller : Tricia Osborne-King

Chris Keller : Andrew Newbon

George Deever : Matthew Eades

Ann Deever : Laura Kenward

Sue Bayliss : Emma Kerby-Evans

Dr. Jim Bayliss : Tim O’Keeffe
Lydia Lubey : Jane Lobb

Frank Lubey : Jim Ward

Bert : Joshua Williams-Ward
/Oliver Barrass

(Scottish Sidekick)

Marta (Femme Fatale) and Daphne
(English Rose)
Baron Scarheart (The Baddie)

BBC Announcer (Narrator), Colonel
Gardener (Barton’s Boss) and Rodger
(Secret Agent)
Nightclub MC, Sir Stanley (Daphne’s
Dad), Lady Laxington (The Hostess
with the Mostest) and Wilco (Secret
Agent)
Convicts, Gangsters and Nightclub
“girls”

Ages are both unimportant and
somewhat flexible. Please note that
there will be doubling up of some parts
and the distinct possibility of crossdressing. Singing and at least an attempt
at dancing will also be expected.
A copy of the script can be found here:
http://www.philwillmott.co.uk/assets/
images/scripts/Dick%20Barton%20Sp
ecial%20Agent%20by%20Phil%20Will
mott.pdf
Please come along with your stiffest
upper lip, a song in your heart and the
desire to find out what will happen
when we tune in to the next exciting
instalment of… Dick Barton – Special
Agent!

For further details. contact Tony: tonyj@
bromleylittletheatre.org or Jessica-Ann:
jaj_soprano@hotmail.com •


Review

April 2012

B

LT’s production of Equus won this
year’s Bromley Theatre Guild’s Full
Length Play Festival ‘Best Production’ and garnered awards for Tony
Jenner for ‘Best Director’ and ‘Best Set’,
‘Best Supporting Actress’ for Jessica Webb
in her role as Jill Mason and the ‘Adjudicator’s Award For Special Merit’ for Steve
Williams’ lynchpin role as Martin Dysart
(see page 5). Richard Stewart was also
nominated for ‘Best Actor’ for his tour de
force as the disturbed Alan Strang. I can
only goggle at the prospect of another
actor in the Bromley area winning this
award but then I do not know who it was
and can only wish that I had seen his performance. It must have been a barnstormer. The above, coupled with the almost
unanimous awe with which this production was greeted by audiences, means
that I have struggled for weeks to set
about this review as I must be in an absolute minority (maybe even of one) of not
really enjoying my evening and finding
myself nodding off at points and checking
my watch on a regular basis. That is not
to say I did not admire a lot of what I saw
and, as my comment above implies, I was
deeply impressed with Richard’s complex
and emotional portrayal of Strang. It was
just as a cohesive piece of drama that it
did not quite work for me. I suspect much
can be laid at the door of the playwright
and the passage of time. I found the structure irritating: too much telling and not
enough showing. This put an enormous
burden on Steve Williams and whilst
tackling such a gigantic role is of itself impressive, I felt there was too little variety
in tone to make it sufficiently dramatic.
And although sexual psychosis might
have been groundbreaking stuff in the
1970s, I have seen too many alternative
treatments of the subject that do not veer
towards the pretentious or portentous,
as was the case in this play. I also felt that
five minutes short of three hours including interval was just too long and some
judicious cutting, coupled with a stronger
pace, would have helped me enjoy the
evening more. I’ll just get my other problems with the production off my chest so
I can focus on what many of you who saw
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this production admired and what clearly
impressed the Bromley festival judges.
I have had the pleasure of working with
both Paul Campion and Jan Greenhough
on a number of occasions and know them
both to be fine actors: I felt they were
cruelly served by the caricatures Shaffer made them portray as Alan’s parents,
unfortunately not helped by odd facial
hair and a bizarre wig respectively that
heightened rather than played down the
sense that these were mere ciphers for
the plotline. Final grump: the horses’
costumes. When so much effort had gone
into making the magnificent heads and
so much skill had been expended on the
direction and execution of the movement
of those heads and hooves (particularly
well captured I thought by Peter Yolland),
why put them in tight-fitting, beige suits
which, sorry to say (now I’m really veering into dangerous waters), emphasised
the all too human curvature of the actors
which I, for one, found distinctly distracting? Loose fitting black robes would have
been more symbolic and menacing.

“I was deeply impressed with
Richard (Stewart)’s complex and
emotional portrayal of Strang”.

At last I’ve reached paragraph two and
can let rip with some deserved praise.
The set was indeed impressive: simple,
stylish, effective and beautifully crafted.
The lighting and sound design by Simon
Shaw and Tony Jenner respectively
complemented the set and created an
appropriately off-kilter, eerie atmosphere suited to the theme of the play.
The horses, despite the beige suits, were
well drilled and carefully choreographed.
Row Mafham, as Judge Hester Salomon,
exuded a steely authority whilst retaining
a deep sense of compassion; she was the
consummate caring professional. Adele
Deakins gave a nicely judged performance
as the nurse, again like Row, getting the
mixture of the professional and personal
response to her troubled charge just
right. Steve Williams is a confident per-

former who naturally inspires confidence
in fellow actors and his audience; no
mean feat in a role as big as this, although
as stated above, I would have liked more
variety in his delivery. Jessica Webb, a
newcomer to BLT, was excellent as the
girl and I hope to see her in many more
productions here as she has a very strong
stage presence. Richard Stewart as Alan
Strang provided the dramatic emotional
punch that for me rescued the play from
its slightly fey intellectualism. The famous
nude scene which could so easily prompt
prurient excitement of the wrong variety
was beautifully conceived, directed and
executed. For me, it was the highlight of
the evening as it was naturally played and
delivered in such a way that the empathy
for the characters far outweighed any
coy embarrassment about their nudity:
indeed it is testament to the quality of Richard and Jessica’s acting that one simply
didn’t even notice they were naked.
I have many friends among the cast and
crew of this production and I heartily
congratulate them on their success at
the festival and for provoking BLT audiences into serious discussion of difficult
subjects. It is not often that a serious
drama attracts such full houses and such
praise from audiences who traditionally
prefer their entertainment on the light
side. There was, as I said, a great deal to
admire; I just wish it had entertained me
more.
- Abi Topley
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Richard Stewart rides all that remains of
Shergar to a surprise victory in the Derby.
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